Congrats on becoming part of the Stampede. There’s over 75,000 of us now and our stamped bill protest to Get $$$ Out of Politics and Stop the Attack on Voting Rights is popping up all over the place.

Your stamp comes with your unique Stamper ID. You will get an email in real time when someone finds and reports one of your stamped bills. Each adds to your tally on the leaderboards and your personal map of found bills. Check them out on our website: Go to StampStampede.org. Click on “Log in” in the upper right corner of the navigation bar, fill out your profile, and click around.

You can stamp any denomination, but **SMALL DENOMINATIONS ($1’s and $5’s) ARE BEST.** They circulate faster, tend to stay in circulation longer, and are seen by more people.

**Tips for stamping:**
1. Be sure you’re stamping on a very flat, smooth surface.
2. Place the stamp on the bill, press down, and shift the pressure back and forth, up and down.
3. If you’re stamping a lot of bills (over 100 or so) in one sitting with a self-inking or pre-inked stamp, and you find the stamped impression getting too light, you may need to give your stamp a rest to allow the ink to migrate.
4. If you’re using a MaxLight pre-inked pocket stamp, stamp lightly. The ink will bleed over the first 48-72 hours and it will get darker and thicker.
5. If you’re using a self-inking spring out pocket stamp, it helps to use both hands. Hold the stamp in one hand, and press down on the stamp with the thumb and forefinger of your other hand.
6. Re-inking—your stamp should not need to be re inked until you have stamped over 1000 bills. When it’s time to re-ink, remember a little dab will do ya. Be sure to watch the video on the website under FAQ > Stamping Tips and scroll to the very bottom of the page.

See the reverse for examples of best positions to place the stamp on your bills.